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Self-assembly (SA) is the process in which a system’s components—be it molecules, polymers, colloids,

or macroscopic particles—organize into ordered and/or functional structures without human

intervention. The main challenge in SA research is the ability to ‘‘program’’ the properties of the

individual pieces such that they organize into a desired structure. Although a general strategy for doing

so is still elusive, heuristic rules can be formulated that guide design of SA under various conditions and

thermodynamic constraints. This Review examines SA in both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium/

dynamic systems and discusses different SA modalities: energy driven, entropy-driven, templated, and

field-directed. Non-equilibrium SA is discussed as a route to reconfigurable (‘‘adaptive’’) materials, and

its connection to biological systems is emphasized.

1. Introduction

Self-assembly (SA) is the ultimate dream of a lazy scientist: just

mix the components, and the forces of nature will assemble them

into a desired structure. Over the past several decades, the appeal

of this vision has motivated countless chemists, physicists, and

engineers to construct self-assembling systems at scales from the

molecular to the macroscopic. This effort has met with consid-

erable success. In molecular sciences, SA provides the basis for

crystallization of organic1,2 and inorganic3,4 molecules and is at

the heart of supramolecular chemistry,5,6 where the ‘‘instruc-

tions’’ of how to assemble larger entities are ‘‘coded’’ in the

structural motifs of individual molecules. In nanotechnology, SA

underlies various types of molecular structures (e.g., Langmuir-

Blodgett films,7 self-assembled monolayers,8–10 amphiphilic

fibers11,12) as well as higher-order architectures built from

nanoparticles,13–16 nanotubes,17 or nanorods.18 At the microscale,

there are currently self-assembling fluidic machines19 and

micromixers,20 complex microparticles building themselves from

prepolymer patches,21 and artificial opals comprising millions of

colloidal particles.22,23 Some of the macroscopic manifestations

of SA include 2D and 3D structures driven by capillary

forces,24,25 self-assembling electronic circuits,26,27 and unusual

crystals of charged components.28,29 Some of the SA strategies

are already finding industrial applications. For example, Alien

Technologies has developed fluidic self-assembly methods to

fabricate radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, by using

shape recognition and fluid transport on the microscale.30,31
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Nanogen employs electric-field mediated self-assembly to bring

together DNA nanocomponents for electronic and diagnostic

devices.32 IBM, too, has recently harnessed the power of SA to

create trillions of nanometre-sized holes across the length of

a 300 millimetre computer chip, thus creating new insulators that

increase the speed (by 35%) and efficiency (by 15%) of electrical

signal transmission.33

In many of the above examples, SA capitalizes on the fact that

with the current state of chemistry/material science it is often

easier to fine tune the interparticle forces that bring small

components together than to manipulate or modify these

components by optical tweezers,34 atomic traps,35 or other high-

end techniques. Of course, this is not always the case, and

‘‘programming’’ the correct interactions into self-assembling

molecules or particles is often based on intuition rather than

predictive formulas. Consequently, identification of reverse-

engineering strategies that would identify the necessary interac-

tions required for a specific mode of SA is one of the holy grails

of SA research (see article by Torquato later in this issue).

But there are even more challenging problems—nay,

opportunities!—on the horizon. Despite all the impressive

demonstrations of SA, we are still very far from using it as

flexibly and creatively as nature does. In the vast majority of

man-engineered SA systems, the structures that emerge are

ordered but static—once made, they cannot be further adjusted/

reconfigured and cannot perform different functions depending

on the changes in external parameters. They are ‘‘crystals’’ not

‘‘cells.’’ In cells, tissues, and organisms, SA builds dynamic

aggregates that change and function outside the confines of

thermodynamic equilibria: transcriptional machinery that repli-

cates DNA, fibers comprising the cytoskeleton, and motors

powering bacteria are just a few of the many examples. These and

other dynamic self-assembling systems could provide the basis

for adaptive, self-replicating, or self-healing materials of the

future. Unfortunately, we still know precious little about the

principles governing SA away from equilibrium or even about

the heuristic rules for the design of such systems.

This Tutorial Review is an attempt to summarize and

systematize what we know and what we do not know about SA

and also to discuss the future of self-assembly research. Since the

field is so diverse, we will be able to discuss only the key issues

and most representative systems in both the equilibrium and

non-equilibrium regimes. Before doing so, however, let us first

codify what is actually understood by self-assembly.

2. Definitions

The existing definitions of SA appear to be so creatively

diverse—to the point of clich�e—that in their classic 2002 paper,

Whitesides and Grzybowski asked a rather provocative question:

‘‘Is anything not self-assembly?’’ Indeed, non-covalent associa-

tion of molecules, aggregation of small particles, and the growth

of quantum dots have all been, at some point, termed self-

assembly. Are two molecules undergoing a chemical reaction

also self-assembling? Or two water droplets merging together?

Clearly, we need some more precision here. Looking into Web-

ster’s dictionary, we learn that assembly is the process of ‘‘fitting

together of manufactured parts into a complete machine, struc-

ture, or unit of a machine’’. The key words here are ‘‘parts’’ (i.e.,

discrete and manufactured such that their shape/properties

matter) and ‘‘fitting together’’ (implying some spatial ordering).
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Following this logic, we propose to define self-assembly as the

spontaneous formation of organized structures from many

discrete components that interact with one another directly (e.g.,

by electrostatic repulsions36) and/or indirectly, through their

environment (e.g., magnetohydrodynamic SA,37,38 cf. Section 8).

The term ‘‘organized’’ refers to some form of spatial and/or

temporal ordering (e.g., an ionic crystal) and distinguishes SA

proper from less ordered aggregation processes such as precipi-

tation39 and ballistic deposition.40 Furthermore, because the

building blocks of SA structures are specified as ‘‘discrete,’’ our

definition excludes pattern formation in continuous media such

as B�enard convection,41,42 chemical waves,43–45 and Turing

structures,46,47 where the knowledge of the shapes/identities of

individual particles/molecules is not important in the description

of the phenomenon.

Within this conceptual framework, we make a further

distinction between equilibrium self-assembly (ESA) and

dynamic self-assembly (DySA) by considering the thermody-

namic description of the resulting assemblies (Fig. 1). ESA refers

to stable equilibrium structures characterized by a maximum

(local or global) in the system’s entropy and no systematic energy

flows. Examples include organic1,2 and inorganic crystals,3,4

block copolymer assemblies,48,49 supramolecular structures,5,6,50

and capillary SA.51,52 In contrast, DySA refers to ordered non-

equilibrium structures, which are maintained far from equilib-

rium by a supply and subsequent dissipation (e.g., into heat) of

useful energy. Free from the constraints of entropy maximiza-

tion, these systems can ‘‘reside’’ in low entropy states often

characterized by complex spatial or coherent spatio-temporal

organization. Furthermore, the variety of dissipative interactions

(cf. Table 3) and the dependence of DySA systems on an external

energy supply provide a basis for the systematic design and

control of synthetic DySA systems (see Section 8).

3. ESA and thermodynamics

At thermodynamic equilibrium, SA evolves the system’s

components into a structure that corresponds to the minimum of

an appropriate thermodynamic potential. This potential is

determined by the thermodynamic parameters that are held

constant during the process. For instance, if temperature, T,

pressure, P, and the number of molecules,N, in the system do not

change, self-assembly tends to the minimum of the Gibbs free

energy, G ¼ H � TS (H is the enthalpy, S is the entropy), whose

changes, DG ¼ DH � TDS, determine the spontaneity of the

process (spontaneous if DG < 0). In another common situation,

when T, V (volume of the system) and N are kept constant, the

self-assembled state is given by the minimum of the Helmholtz

free energy, F¼U� TS (whereU is the internal energy), with the

process being spontaneous ifDF¼DU�TDS< 0. The important

insight here is that SA can be due to either enthalpic/energetic

effects (e.g., DH or DU < 0, DS z 0), entropic effects (DH or

DUz 0,DS> 0), or both.Let us review some illustrative examples.

3.1. ESA driven by energetics

Consider a system comprising two types of macroscopic, poly-

meric spheres placed in a small dish.28 When the dish is agitated

Fig. 1 A scheme highlighting the differences between equilibrium and

non-equilibrium/dynamic self-assembly. In the former, particles form

a ‘‘static’’ structure closed to energy exchange with environment. In the

latter, the flux of energy through the system (later dissipated as heat),

maintains an organized assembly in one of several metastable states. For

different rates of energy input (dE1 vs. dE2), different structures may

form under DySA.

Fig. 2 Self-assembly by contact electrification. (a and b) The schemes

(left column) and experimental images (right column) of the crystallizing

spheres (here, Teflon—white and PMMA—clear). Collisions between

spheres results in charge separation with spheres of one type becoming

negatively charged and those of the other type, positively charged. (c)

Four different lattice structures assembling from different relative

numbers of Teflon and Nylon-6,6 spheres. Note the pentagonal, ‘‘quasi-

crystalline’’ ordering in the structures in the top row. Scale bars are 10

mm. Images in (c) are adapted from ref. 28.
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mechanically, the spheres roll on its surface and collide with one

another.With the appropriate choice ofmaterials (e.g., Teflon,A,

and PMMA, B), collisions between spheres A and B result in

so-called contact electrification,53–55 inwhich the two types acquire

opposite electrical charges (e.g., Teflon charges negatively;

PMMA positively). The charged beads then begin to interact by

electrostatic forces that mediate their self-assembly into various

types of two-dimensional crystals and even quasi-crystals (Fig. 2).

Although, formally, this is a non-equilibrium system, the

energy dissipated through the inelastic particle collisions is

balanced by a steady influx of energy due to the random agitation

of the dish. This external agitation acts as a macroscopic ‘‘ther-

mostat,’’ which maintains the average energy of the system—just

as a thermal reservoir maintains the average internal energy of

a microscopic system. Consequently, one can approximate the

SA process as an equilibrium one and apply the thermodynamic

concepts of entropy and free energy (here, Helmholtz’s F).

Initially, the spheres have no charge and the potential energy

of particle–particle interactions is negligible, Uiz 0. The spheres

moving in the dish behave akin to a two-dimensional ideal gas,

whose entropy is positive, Si > 0 and can be approximated by

SizNkB [ln(A/NL2) + 1], whereN is the number of spheres, A is

the area of the surface available to the spheres, kB is Boltzmann’s

constant, andL is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. In the final

state, when all of the components are fully charged and assem-

bled, the energy of the crystal is given by28

Uf ¼

X

i. j

QiQj

rij
�

�

3i � 1

3i þ 2
þ
3j � 1

3j þ 2

�

a3Qi
2

rij4

where Q is the electric charge, r is the interparticle distance, 3 is

the dielectric constant, a is the radius of the sphere, and the

summation over all sphere pairs (i,j) accounts for the charge-

charge interactions as well as the interactions between charges

and charge-induced dipoles on neighboring spheres. The

important thing to note is that this energy is favorable, Uf < 0

(for a typical crystal of 100 spheres, each charged to 0.3 nC,

Ufz �0.04 mJ). At the same time, the entropy of the system is

now reduced to that of one ‘‘super-particle’’ (i.e., the entire

crystal), Sfz kB[ln(AN/L2) + 1], which is much smaller than Si,

provided that the distance between the beads in the initial state is

sufficiently large to apply the ideal gas approximation.

Overall, the entropic term in the free energy equation is

unfavorable, �TDS > 0, and it is the highly favorable energetic

change, DU < 0, that renders SA spontaneous, DF < 0.

3.2. ESA driven by entropy

Equilibrium self-assembly driven entirely by entropy might seem

somewhat mysterious. After all, isn’t a system assembling

spontaneously from a disordered state into an ordered one

violating the second law of thermodynamics? Not necessarily.

The classic example of entropy-driven SA systems are collections

of elongated rods such as rigid liquid-crystal molecules,56

colloidal particles,56 or even viruses,57 for which attractive

interparticle interactions are negligible (Fig. 3). Entropic

ordering in these systems had been predicted by Onsager,58 but

many critics later questioned whether in the experimental

systems the rods do not interact with one another. The

convincing proof that SA cannot possibly be driven by energetic

effects is based on the experiments with like-charged rods,59

which form ordered phases even though the electrostatic forces in

the system are all repulsive. The origin of the mystery is explained

in Fig. 3 and has to do with a prevalent misconception about

entropy, which is not, as often expounded, about disorder but

rather about the available degrees of freedom (and the volume of

accessible phase space)! In the case of disordered rods, their

rotations and translations are not really as free as they might

seem since the rods bump against one another. When the rods

orient into layers (the so-called smectic phase), they give up the

ability to rotate and translate vertically but compensate these

restrictions by the ability to diffuse more freely within the layer.

Exact calculations show that the net effect of ordering is entro-

pically favorable, DS ¼ Sordered � Sdisordered > 0. Therefore, even

though DU z 0, we have DF < 0.

3.3. ESA driven by both enthalpy and entropy

This is by far the most common scenario for SA at the

molecular and macro scales, where entropy of the molecules is

usually commensurate with the magnitude of the non-covalent

interparticle forces. SA of molecular crystals discussed in

Section 4 is one example, micellization of dimeric surfactants60

composed of two hydrophobic tails and a gemini cationic

head ([CmH2m+1(CH3)2N–(CH2)k–N(CH3)2CnH2n+1]Br2; Fig. 4)

is another. For traditional, monomeric surfactants (e.g.,

[(CH2)3–NCnH2n+1)]Br), the process of self-assembly in water is

Fig. 3 (a) Spontaneous ordering of hard rods driven by entropy. In the

disordered phase, the ability of the rods to twist and turn is hampered by

interparticle collisions. The ordered state allows the rods to migrate

through the layers more freely and so has higher entropy than the

disordered phase. (b) Images of ordered, smectic phases formed by

mutants of the bacteriophage virus, fd. In the left picture, the length of

each virus is 0.64 mm; in the right picture, it is 1.2 mm. Scale bars are 4 mm.

Images reproduced with permission from ref. 163. CopyrightWiley-VCH

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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predominantly driven by entropy through the liberation of water

from around the molecules’ non-polar tails.61 For dimeric

surfactants, however, the van der Waals and hydrophobic forces

between the tails of each molecule become dominant, and free

energy changes, DGmic, are mostly to be due to the enthalpic

effects, DHmic < 0. In a series of meticulous calorimetric experi-

ments, Thomas and co-workers62 were able to show that whereas

for [C12H25(CH3)2N–(CH2)6]Br enthalpic changes contribute

only 3.4% to the overall DGmic, this percentage contribution

increases to 61% of DGmic when the dimeric surfactant,

[C12H25(CH3)2N–(CH2)12–N (CH3)2C12H25]Br2, is used. This

example is quite instructive as an illustration of how even rela-

tively small architectural changes (here, dimerization of surfac-

tant monomers) can tip the balance between enthalpy and

entropy quite dramatically. Yet, the micelles that form from

monomeric and dimeric surfactants of the same tail lengths are

virtually identical—does this mean that the outcome of SA is

robust against changes in the component properties? And if it is

robust, can it be easily predicted a priori? This brings us to the

question of rational design of SA systems.

4. Rational design and heuristics of ESA

Depending on the nature of the components, the ability to

predict a self-assembled structure can be a relatively simple or

quite an intractable problem. On one end of the spectrum are

systems in which the components are highly symmetric and

interact by simple potentials. In such cases, SA usually forms the

same final structure that can sometimes be ‘‘guessed’’ intui-

tively—for instance, for the ensembles of microscopic latex beads

interacting by all-attractive van der Waals forces, the final

structure is almost always a hexagonally close-packed crystal. In

sharp contrast, organic molecules interacting through multiple,

non-covalent interactions (e.g., hydrogen-bonding, van der

Waals forces, electrostatic forces) of similar magnitudes can

evolve, under identical experimental conditions, into as many as

10 ‘‘polymorphic’’ assemblies63 (Fig. 5). In cases like this one, no

rule-of-thumb predictions are possible, and even the most

sophisticated computational tools currently available1,2,64 are

often insufficient to make correct a priori predictions. The good

news for experimentalists working on SA is that theory has not

yet rendered us useless, and for most non-trivial self-assembling

systems experiments precede the theory. While the theory is in

the making, one would like to develop at least some heuristic

rules and intuition for designing components that self-assemble

efficiently and at least somewhat predictably. Here are some

characteristic ‘‘ingredients’’ for SA that one should consider:

4.1. Agitation and reversibility

The first, obvious, ‘‘rule’’ is that the components of the system

should be agitated—at small scales simply by the inherent

Fig. 4 (a) A typical dimeric surfactant composed of two hydrophobic tails

andagemini cationichead ([CmH2m+ 1(CH3)2N–(CH2)k–N(CH3)2CnH2n+1]-

Br2; here, m ¼ 10; n ¼ 10; k ¼ 2). (b and c) Dimeric surfactants self-

assemble into micelles due to van der Waals and hydrophobic forces

between the tails. Self-assembly is driven by both entropy and energy.

Fig. 5 An example of polymorphism in molecular crystals. 4,4-

Diphenyl-2,5-cyclohexadienone is an example of a molecule that can

crystallize into several different polymorphs (here, four are shown) from

similar solvent mixtures. Adapted by permission from ref. 164. Copyright

2008 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 6 ‘‘Programming’’ SA by specific interactions. (a–c) Oppositely charged nanoparticles (covered with HS(CH2)10COO– and HS(CH2)11NMe3
+

thiols) assemble into diamond-like crystals. This low-packing-fraction lattice forms as the result of a subtle interplay between charge-charge attractions

and counterion screening, which minimizes repulsions between like-charged NPs by ‘‘pushing’’ these NPs apart. Counterion ‘‘atmospheres’’ in (b) are

indicated by blue halos; k�1 denotes the thickness of the Debye screening layer. (c) shows a unit cell of the forming crystals; (d) shows SEM images of the

NP assemblies. Images in (d) are reproduced with permission from AAAS from Ref. 16.

1114 | Soft Matter, 2009, 5, 1110–1128 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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thermal noise, and at larger scales by external means. Without

agitation, the pieces can certainly clump together, but they are

very unlikely to correct the defects and develop perfect order.

Proper agitation can render the process reversible such that the

pieces can come on and off the assembling structure and

overcome local energetic minima that trap the self-assembly

process. An interesting twist to this story is that agitation is

usually most difficult to achieve at the scale of tens to

hundreds of microns, especially if the particles are made of

light-weight materials. In this regime, the effect of thermal

noise is already small, while the external agitation by shaking,

sound waves, etc. is often inefficient to impart the inertia

(which scales with particle’s mass) necessary to overcome

strong surface forces (which scale with a particle’s surface

area). Agitation under these conditions becomes like shaking

dust particles—that is, difficult—and one should think of

eliminating the problem by minimizing the unwanted surface

forces (by appropriate surface modification,14,65 immersion in

a fluid minimizing hydrophobic contrast66,67) to relieve the

problem.

Fig. 7 Au nanoparticles functionalized with DNA can self-assemble specifically by addition of complimentary DNA with sequence-specific ‘‘linkers’’.

(Top) In the simplest example, DNA (black and green) first binds to complementary strands (black) tethered onto the NP surfaces, thereby exposing

a short ‘‘linker’’ sequence (green; e.g., GCGC) to other, similarly functionalized AuNPs. These linkers then bind the particles together into an ordered

structure via complementary base-pair interactions. The strength of these base-pair interactions can be modulated by changing the temperature of the

system: above the melting temperature, Tm, particles are free in solution; for T < Tm, they organize into an ordered close-packed lattice. (Bottom) More

complex structures can be created by the introduction of two types of NPs, each functionalized with a different ‘‘linker’’ sequence (red and blue) that bind

specifically to one another (e.g., red-blue but not red-red or blue-blue). In this case, introduction of an additional interaction leads to a different ordered

structure. The scheme is based on the work of Mirkin et al., ref. 71.

Fig. 8 Self-assembly of (a) self-complementary heterocycles into (b) macromolecular ‘‘rosettes’’. Schematic and structural representations are shown;

B ¼ hydrogen-bond acceptor; C ¼ hydrogen-bond donor; colors are used only for clarity. Inspired by Lehn et al., ref. 73.
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4.2. Specificity

An astute self-assembler should be able to operate with specific

interactions. If all components attract indiscriminately, the

pieces will form only the ‘‘trivial,’’ close-packed assemblies

(unless entropic effects of appreciable magnitude are added, see

Section 3.2). Most interesting SA structures rely on specific

recognition between different types of components. A simple

manifestation of specificity at the nanoscale are crystals formed

by oppositely charged nanoparticles16,68,69 where only the oppo-

sitely charged NPs attract while the like-charged NPs try to stay

apart. The subtle interplay between these tendencies and some

interesting counterion effects70 can then evolve the NPs into large

crystals characterized by diamond packing (i.e., a lattice of the

lowest known packing fraction) (Fig. 6). A more complex

nanoscopic system is Mirkin’s nanoparticles covered with short

DNA strands.71 During self-assembly, only the complimentary

strands recognize one another, and the NPs form crystals of

desired lattice types (Fig. 7).

4.3. Directionality

Specificity is often related to the directionality of interactions.

One class of systems we already mentioned are molecular crys-

tals, in which directional interactions such as hydrogen-bonding

can organize the molecules into intricate supramolecular archi-

tectures (Fig. 8).72–75 If properly engineered into the system,

directionality can extend to length scales far greater that those of

the components. A beautiful example here is Stupp’s nanofibers

made of amphiphilic molecules comprising hydrophobic ‘‘tails’’

and appropriately crafted peptide ‘‘heads’’ (Fig. 9).11,12 Similar to

traditional surfactants, these molecules assemble in water so as to

bury the tails and expose the heads. Instead of forming spherical

micelles, however, the peptides prefer to hydrogen-bond into

planar b-sheets, and the amphiphiles organize into micron-long

cylinders.76 In other words, the local directionality of hydrogen-

bonding between neighboring molecules translates into large-

scale directionality of the self-assembled structures. The regu-

larity and robustness of the fibers are quite remarkable and have

provided a basis for their application in promoting growth of

blood vessels77 and nerve regeneration.78

4.4. Commensurability and complexity

If one specific type of interaction dominates SA, the structures

that form are usually simple. For instance, if square-shaped

particles interact both by van der Waals and magnetic dipole–

dipole forces (Fig. 10), but the magnitude of the former is much

greater than that of the latter, the squares are most likely going to

form a closed-packed tiling. On the other hand, if the magnetic

forces dominate, the particles are going to line up into chains.

The richest variety of phases is expected when the two types of

interactions are commensurate so that the vdW forces can bring

the particles together while dipole–dipole interactions can

introduce directionality into the forming arrays. To generalize,

a self-assembling system will exhibit the most structural diversity

when the energy is partitioned approximately equally between

the interactions acting in the system.

Of course, one should not over-complicate. If the system has

too many types of components and/or interactions, the number

of possible arrangements having similar free energies can

become staggering and one will be faced with the problem of

polymorphism discussed at the beginning of Section 4. As an

example, consider a system composed of N microspheres self-

assembling due to vdW interactions. If all spheres are the same,

it does not really matter how the spheres are arranged inside the

crystal. If, however, we color half of the spheres red and half

blue and expect them to SA into a ‘‘chessboard’’ crystal, we are

being somewhat na€ive, since the number of ordered arrange-

ments is only [(N/2)!]2 out of the N! possible, and the probability

of realizing the perfect chessboard becomes painfully small for

large N (specifically, p � e�N). Of course, for only two particle

types, one could bring in additional interactions to help the

ordering (e.g., make red spheres positively charged, and the blue

Fig. 9 Stupp’s peptide amphiphiles, such as those shown in (a and b)

self-assemble into long fibers (c). Reproduced with permission from

AAAS, ref. 11.

Fig. 10 Commensurability of interaction strengths in SA. (a) Squares

interacting via vdW attractions form a close-packed tiling. (b) Magne-

tized squares interact via magnetic dipole–dipole forces and form chains.

(c) When the strength of the vdW and magnetic forces are commensurate,

they ‘‘compete’’ with one another to form more complex structures.
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ones, negatively charged16), but with more particle types, the

problem becomes really hard. It is not an accident that the

literature on colloidal self-assembly79,80 has no examples of

ternary crystals—they are simply too complex, at least for the

time being.

The last comment we add to these heuristic rules is about the

types of forces one can use to achieve self-assembly. As you

might imagine, the toolbox of self-assembly is quite diverse and

virtually any type of physical interaction can be built into

a SA system. Some of the most useful types are summarized in

Tables 1 and 2 along with scaling relationships which can be used

to estimate the magnitudes of these interactions for various sizes

of components and/or component separations.

5. Templated and field-directed self-assembly

In addition to the interactions between assembling components,

self-assembly may also be facilitated by the use of external

templates and fields (e.g., electric, magnetic) which guide the

organization of the final structure.

5.1 Templated self-assembly

In templated self-assembly (TSA), a prefabricated ‘‘template’’

orients and directs the assembling components to (i) create

structures with better long-range order than their non-templated

counterparts, (ii) control the morphology of the resulting

Table 1 Common interactions and their scaling properties useful in designing molecular ESA

Interaction Range Scaling relations References

Ionic (attractive/repulsive) No scale Uf �1/r (Coulomb energy). The strength
isz500 kJ mol�1 (for two isolated ions
at contact)

Ionic crystals165

Screened Ionic (attractive/repulsive) 1 nm–1mm U f �ekr/r where k�1 ¼ (2e2cs/kBT303)
�1/2is

the screening length (kBT, thermal
energy; 303, dielectric permittivity of
solvent; e, fundamental charge; cs, salt
concentration)

Polyelectrolytes multilayers,166 global
conformation of hammerhead
ribozyme167

van der Waals (attractive)a 1 nm–10 nm U f �1/r6 (London dispersion energy).
The strength isz10 kJ mol�1 for two
alkane molecules (e.g., CH4, C6H6 or
C6H12) in water

Peptide nanofibers,11 dimeric surfactants62

Dipole dipole (attractive/repulsive) 0.1 nm–1 nm Uf�1/r3 (fixed) and Uf�1/r6 (rotating,
Keesom energy). The strength isz10 kJ
mol�1 for two dipoles of strength 1D
separated by 0.2 nm

Helical beta-peptides,168 liquid crystals169

Hydrogen-bond (attractive) 0.1 nm–1 nm Uf �1/r2 (roughly). The strength of most
hydrogen-bonds is between 10 and 40 kJ
mol�1

Supramolecular architecture,164 helical
chains170

Aromatic (p–p) (attractive) 0.1 nm–1 nm Arise from overlapping of p-orbitals in p-
conjugated systems. Magnitude scales
with the number of p-electrons.
Typically the length scale of interaction
isz3.4 �A

Mushroom-shaped architecture,171

aromatic rods172

a Repulsive van derWaals interactions are possible only for systems of three materials (molecules of typeA can attract a molecule of typeB in mediumM
if the refractive index of the medium, nM, is between those of the molecules—e.g., nA > nM > nB).

Table 2 Interactions between particles and surfaces for ESA

Interaction Range Scaling relations References

Electrostatic (attractive/repulsive) 1 nm–1mm U f �ekr/r for charged spheres (k �1 is
the screening length)

Binary nanoparticle diamond
crystals,16 electrostatically driven
colloidal crystals80,165

van der Waals (attractive)a 1–10 nm U f �1/l for spheres near contact (l is
the distance between surfaces)

Nanoparticle superlattices165,79

Steric (repulsive) 1–100 nm Uf e�l /Rg for two surfaces with grafted
polymers (Rg is the radius of
gyration)

Biospecific binding to mixed SAMs,173

polystyrene-block-poly(4-
vinylpyridine) aggregates in DMF/
H2O

174,165

Hydrophobic (attractive) 1–100 nm U f �e�l /l for two hydrophobic
surfaces in water (l z 1–2 nm is
characteristic length scale)

Hydrophobic gold nanorods,175 3D
assembly of microscale gold/SiO2

particles176,165

Capillary/menisci (attractive/repulsive) 0.1–10 mm U f �ln(r/Lc) for two floating spheres
near contact (Lc is the capillary
length)

Hexagonal plates on water/
perfluorodecalin interface,177

cheerios effect178

a Repulsive Van derWaals interactions are possible only for systems of three materials (particles of typeA can attract a particle of type B in mediumM if
the refractive index of the medium, nM, is between those of the particles—e.g., nA > nM > nB).
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assemblies, and/or (iii) form novel structures/phases that would

be otherwise unfavorable in the absence of the template.

In many forms of templated self-assembly (TSA), the template

is composed of a two-dimensional substrate that is chemically or

mechanically patterned in order to interact selectively with the

assembling components (Fig. 11). In this way, the organization

of components near the substrate is governed largely by the

pattern on the template, and this order is propagated into the

‘‘bulk’’ of the assembling structure via the interactions between

the components. For example, when colloidal spheres are crys-

tallized onto a substrate patterned with an array of cylindrical

holes, they form a nearly perfect f.c.c. crystal without the

stacking faults common to non-templated crystallization (cf.

Fig. 11).80 Similarly, both chemically81,82 and mechanically83,84

patterned surfaces have been used to template the microphase

separation of block copolymers85 to give long-range ordering of

‘‘striped’’ lamellar phases,81 one-dimensional arrays of spherical

domains,84 and increasingly complex device-oriented architec-

tures.82 At the atomic/molecular level, epitaxy has long been the

preferred route to monocrystalline films whereby crystal growth

is templated by existing crystal planes. This approach can also

be extended to chemically patterned surfaces, in which the

nucleation density and the crystallographic orientation can be

controlled by molecular recognition with the underlying

template.86

Such interfacial templating is not limited to 2D substrates but

can also employ linear, one-dimensional templates—most

notably DNA. In addition to its function as a biological

template, DNA has been used to template the organization of

nanoparticle chains,87,88 protein arrays,88,89 as well as nanoscale

wires from metals89,90 and conductive polymers.91,92 In these

examples, the DNA template binds selectively to the components

to prearrange the assembly; subsequently, the components can be

joined together permanently at which point the template is no

longer needed.

Another approach towards TSA is the use of geometric

confinement either to orient bulk structures or to induce the

formation of novel morphologies not found in bulk systems. The

effects of spatial confinement are clearly illustrated in the self-

assembly of block copolymer microdomains confined within

cylindrical channels85 (Fig. 12a). Here, the shape and size of the

channel determines the orientation and morphology of the

microdomains—e.g., lamellar domains wrap to form concentric

lamellae when confined to a cylindrical tube.93–95 When, however,

the diameter of the confining channel is incommensurate with the

Fig. 11 Templated self-assembly on a surface. (a) Colloidal spheres (red)

sediment onto a substrate (grey) presenting a regular array of micro-

scopic depressions. (light blue). (b) After a single monolayer of colloids

forms, the colloids remaining in solutionmust stack on top of this layer in

an unambiguous arrangement that ultimately leads to a perfect f. c. c.

crystal (c). Scheme is based on the work of van Blaaderen et al., ref. 80.

Fig. 12 Confinement based and hierarchical TSA. (a) (left) A triblock copolymer (blue-tail-blue) and tetraethyl orthosilicate (red) confined to narrow

channels (grey tube) self-assemble into various copolymer-silica composite structures (green). (right) These structures change with the channel diameter

(here, decreasing from 64 nm to 31 nm). The left portion in each pair is a TEM image; the right portion is a scheme of the assembled structure; colors are

used only for clarity. Adapted with permission from ref. 97. Copyright 2004 Nature PublishingGroup. (b) A scheme of hierarchical TSA. In this example

(inspired by the work of Beck et al., ref. 102), a solution of surfactants (e.g., a diblock copolymer, blue sphere with tail) and an inorganic species

(tetramethyl orthosilicate, red) self-assemble to form micellar rods, which further assemble into a close-packed hexagonal array of rods. This hexagonal

array acts only as a template for the inorganic species that, after heating and calcination, condenses/polymerizes to form the final structure.
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natural ‘‘period’’ of the lamellae, the system becomes ‘‘frus-

trated’’ and adopts more complex toroidal or helical morphol-

ogies not observed in bulk systems.94,96,97 Of course, the effects of

confinement on TSA are by no means limited to polymer

systems—e.g., colloidal crystallization in liquid droplets can

result in unique close-packed clusters98 as well as larger hemi-

spherical assemblies.99,100

Finally, TSA is often used in a hierarchical manner in which

a given self-assembled structure is used as a template for higher-

order assemblies. This is illustrated by the many forms of

surfactant-templated self-assembly, in which surfactants and one

or more inorganic compounds organize from solution to form

a three-dimensional micellar array that encapsulates the inor-

ganic species within the continuous region between the micelles

(Fig. 12b).101–104 Subsequently, this self-assembled structure

provides a template for a porous inorganic material formed by

polymerization/condensation of the inorganic species and

removal of the sacrificial surfactant template. Similarly, the self-

assembled microdomains of block copolymers can subsequently

be used in a hierarchical fashion as templates for the assembly of

metal nanostructures such as wires and nanoparticle chains.105

5.2 Field-directed self-assembly

Like physical templates, externally applied electric, magnetic,

and optical fields can also be used to direct the self-assembly

process. Field-directed SA has the added advantage that fields

can be switched on/off and tuned dynamically. Specifically, when

the applied field is static and time independent, it behaves like

a physical template, modifying the free energy landscape on

which the components evolve and guiding their assembly toward

structures characterized by new energy minima. For example,

optical fields (i.e., standing electromagnetic waves) can be used to

direct polarizable particles to regions of highest field strength

(e.g., as in ‘‘optical tweezers’’ comprised of crossed laser

beams).106 In this way, carefully designed optical fields have been

used to template three-dimensional colloidal crystals106 as well as

two-dimensional colloidal assemblies used for subsequent

epitaxial growth.107 Similarly, uniform electric fields can be used

to template assemblies with improved long-range order and

controlled orientation. With diblock copolymers, for example,

annealing under an applied electric field results in highly ordered

lamellar108 and cylindrical domains,109 in which the domain

boundaries orient along the field lines. Ordered phases can also

be achieved by using applied shear forces.110 Finally, static

magnetic fields are capable of orienting the magnetic domains of

magnetic nano- andmicroparticles, which then self-assemble into

well ordered chains via dipole–dipole interactions.111 More

complex structures result when the applied field is spatially non-

uniform—e.g., large 2D colloidal pyramids assembled under

inhomogeneous magnetic fields (cf. Fig. 13a and b).112

While the above examples of self-assembly under static fields

closely resemble those of physical templates, the use of time

varying fields can result in assembly strategies with no template-

like analogue. In general, the use of time varying fields in self-

assembly has two distinct purposes. On one hand, it can be used

to agitate (see Section 4.1) an equilibrium structure in order to

allow energetically unfavorable defects to be removed from the

system. This agitation concept has been successfully applied to

the formation of highly ordered colloidal crystals (see Fig. 13b

and c) where oscillating shear forces113 or electric fields114 act to

anneal the particles towards the equilibrium configuration.

Alternatively, time varying fields can be used to establish and

sustain a dynamically self-assembled system. For example,

rotating magnetic fields have been used to assemble dissipative

structures comprised of rotating magnetic ‘‘spinners’’ (cf. Section

6, Fig. 14)37,38,115,116 or, more recently, non-magnetic particles

immersed in magnetic fluid.117 The following sections will elab-

orate on these and other examples as we transition into the

exciting world of dynamic self-assembly far from thermo-

dynamic equilibrium.

6. Non-equilibrium/dynamic self-assembly

However intricate, the structures self-assembled at thermody-

namic equilibrium are limited by their static nature. This is in

contrast to biology, where many of the self-assembled systems

can adapt their mode of organization and function in response to

external stimuli, self-heal their structures when ‘‘wounded,’’ and

even self-replicate. To be able to do these things, biological

systems escape thermodynamic equilibrium and self-assemble in

metastable states dependent on an external supply of energy.

Usually, biological DySA involves synchronous action of

multiple agents/interactions of which some are designed to bring

components together and some to separate them.

Biological DySA occurs on scales from the molecular to the

organismal. At the molecular level, the genetic code of life—

persistent over eons through replication of DNA, transcription

to RNA, and translation into functional proteins—represents

a finely tuned symphony of DySA processes. For example, the

replication of DNA is energetically driven by the hydrolysis of

Fig. 13 Static vs. time varying fields in self-assembly. (a) A scheme of

a 2D colloidal pyramid assembled in an inhomogenous but static

magnetic field; (b) the corresponding experimental realization. Scale bar

is 10 mm. Reprinted with permission from ref. 112. Copyright 2005

American Chemical Society. (c) Colloids between two glass plates, shown

in this scheme, are agitated into place by oscillating shear forces to form

(d) a highly ordered colloidal crystal. Reprinted with permission from ref.

113. Copyright 1997 by the American Physical Society.
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deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate precursors118 and entails self-

assembly of proteins called helicase, DNA polymerase, and pri-

mase proteins. Helicase physically separates the antiparallel

strands at the origin of replication,119 DNA polymerase powered

by nucleoside triphosphates synthesizes new Watson–Crick base

pairs,119,120 and ligase seals the new strands together121 before

returning the system to the final equilibrium state.

On the cellular scale, dynamic self-assembly underlies the

functioning of the maze of cytoskeletal fibers (microtubules and

actin filaments), which are responsible for the cell’s structural

integrity, mechanical resilience, and ability to move.122,123 The

unique features of these self-assembling polymers are that they

are maintained in a state of non-equilibrium balance between

assembly at one end and disassembly on the other, and that the

assembly steps require a constant supply of chemical energy (in

the form of GTP or ATP) to prevent the fibers from so-called

‘‘catastrophing’’ and ultimately shrinking.124,125

Finally, on the scale of cellular or bacterial populations,

DySA mediates collective behaviors including the formation of

spatial patterns as wells as swarming (see the review by Weibel

et al. in this issue). For instance, in bacterial colonies,

communication mediated by chemicals each member secretes

into the surrounding medium allows the group to adjust to

changing nutrient conditions. When nutrients are abundant,

bacteria form circular aggregates; when food (that is, energy!) is

scarce, they organize into fractal or vortex-like structures to

maximize the efficiency of food consumption.126,127 The under-

lying assembly mechanism relies on the coupling of the local

reproduction rate to the diffusive delivery and consumption of

nutrients.127

The take-home message from these examples is quite simple:

DySA is much more powerful than equilibrium SA, and it is only

through this mode of SA that we can ever dream of self-assem-

bling ‘‘intelligent’’ materials that can adapt, self-propel, or self-

replicate. For all of these behaviors, a system must be able to

alter its internal organization, and it can do so only if its free

energy ‘‘status’’ can change. This is synonymous with being non-

equilibrium.

7. Theory of DySA—still in the making

Unfortunately, the theory of DySA cannot be created by a simple

extension of equilibrium thermodynamics, for in non-equilib-

rium states, the familiar thermodynamic potentials lose their

meaning. In fact, despite decades of research,41,128–132 there is no

coherent theory of non-equilibrium systems, though there are

some exciting insights and developments.

In terms of fundamental thermodynamic characteristics,

DySA structures belong to a broad class of non-equilibrium

(NE) steady-state systems. Importantly, since the fundamental

law of entropy maximization is not valid in the non-equilibrium

regime, DySA systems can ‘‘reside’’ in low entropy states and are

able to organize themselves into complex spatial or coherent

spatio-temporal structures,41,128,129 which can be maintained only

by dissipating energy into the environment and thus increasing

its entropy.

For NE systems close to equilibrium, Nicolis and Prigogine128

proposed their famous variational principle called the minimal

entropy production (MEP) rule. If the change, dS, of the

Fig. 14 Magnetohydrodynamic self-assembly. (a) The simplest version

of the experimental arrangement used in DySA of magnetic particles.

Polymeric discs (0.02–2 mm in diameter) doped with magnetite are placed

at a liquid–air interface above a permanent bar magnet rotated with

angular velocity u (200–1100 RPM). The rotating magnet creates an

average magnetic force Fm that attracts all discs towards the magnet’s

axis of rotation. The graph below the scheme has the profile of the

average radial component of the magnetic induction—proportional to

the energy of the magnetic field—in the plane of the interface. Addi-

tionally, the spinning discs repel one another by pairwise hydrodynamic

forces Fh. (b) Dynamic patterns formed by 5 (top left), 37 (top right), and

10 (bottom) disks. Assemblies of 10 disks can be toggled between two

different arrangements. (c) Fusion of two macroscopic ‘‘artificial atoms’’

into an ‘‘artificial molecule’’. The smaller ‘‘atom’’ is composed of one disk

2.08 mm in diameter, and seven disks 1.27 mm in diameter; the larger

atom has one 2.42 mm disk and ten 1.27 mm disks. The ‘‘atoms’’ are

initially prepared in two separate energy minima created by field

concentrators above the plane of the interface, and are ‘‘reacted’’ by

moving the concentrators towards each other. (d) A self-assembling

fluidic machine that uses seven gears, organized above ‘‘activated’’ elec-

tromagnets, to manipulate a non-magnetic container floating at the

interface. The carousel first incorporates an empty container (ii), turns it

around (iii) until the filling point (iv), completes the revolution (v), expels

the filled container (vi), and finally returns to its initial state. The motions

of the carrousel are caused by the synchronous activation of the elec-

tromagnets. Reprinted with permission from (a) ref. 20 (b) ref. 37,

Copyright 2000 Nature Publishing Group, (c) ref. 148, Copyright 2001

American Chemical Society, (d) ref. 19, Copyright 2004 American

Institute of Physics.
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system’s total entropy is written as a sum of entropy produced in

this system by irreversible processes, dSP, and the entropy flow

due to exchange of energy or work between the system and its

environment, dSf, then the MEP rule stipulates that the rate of

entropy production, P ¼ dSP/dt, is minimal at steady-state (and,

of course, dS ¼ 0 therein). While this law has proven remarkably

useful in many cases,128,129 it must be remembered that it applies

only to ‘‘linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics,’’ where the

Onsager’s reciprocal relations129 hold, and the assumption of

local thermodynamic equilibrium is valid. Unfortunately, in the

linear regime, the system is uniform and dissipative structures are

not observed.128 They appear only far from equilibrium, when

the ‘‘linear’’ steady-state becomes unstable, and the system

‘‘switches’’ to an ordered configuration via a bifurcation mech-

anism128,129 induced by changes in external forces/parameters

(e.g., the frequency of the rotating magnetic field in the case of

self-assembling spinners; cf. Section 9.1).

Recognizing the limitation of these theories, several groups

have recently attacked the problem starting at the microscopic

level and using both numerical133–136 and analytical tools of

statistical mechanics.137–140 This work has lead to some exciting

developments—notably, the Jarzynski equality,141,142 which

relates free energy differences between two equilibrium states via

ensemble averages over non-equilibrium pathways connecting

them, and the Crooks relation,143,144 which generalizes Jarzyn-

ski’s non-equilibrium work relation and connects to the fluctu-

ation theorems. Another promising approach has been the study

of the phase space of NE systems.130,132 Within this approach, the

second law of thermodynamics governing the system’s evolution

can be related to the geometry and topology of the phase space.

Specifically, as a NE system described by deterministic equations

of motion evolves, its phase space probability distribution

function, f(G(t),t), collapses (‘‘shrinks’’). For a system of N

particles, f(G(t),t) is a function of the space vector, G(t) ¼ (q1
(t),., qN (t); p1 (t),., pN (t)), where qi(t) and pi (t) stand,

respectively, for the position and momentum of the ith particle.

Eventually, the system reaches its non-equilibrium steady-state

with phase space characterized by a complicated set of fractal

structures called a strange attractor130,145 (Fig. 2b). Phase space

compression is related to the loss of the system’s dimension-

ality,130,132,135 and is facilitated by a continuous flow of entropy,

which is transferred from the system to its surroundings. In other

words, as the system organizes itself, the phase space available to

its components becomes smaller; the larger the change in the

degree of system’s ordering (per unit time), the more entropy is

produced and transferred to the environment.

Finally, attempts have been made to relate the forces acting

between the components of a DySA system to the rate of entropy

production at the system’s steady-states. A paper by Tretiakov

et al. later in this issue explains this approach in more detail and

demonstrates its usefulness to systems, in which Prigogine’s MEP

production fails.

More thorough discussion of these and other theoretical

concepts can also be found in our recent review on DySA.146

8. Design of DySA systems

As in the case of equilibrium SA, the design of non-equilibrium

SA systems can be guided by a set of common-sense rules which

we have described in detail in ref. 146 and 147 and here review

only briefly:

8.1. Identifying suitable interactions

The first necessary condition for DySA is that at least one type of

interaction acting in the system must depend on and be regulated

by externally delivered energy (if the changes in energy supply

have no effect on the system’s components, the system would be

energetically isolated and not a dissipative one). Table 3 gives

some examples of forces that can be coupled to external sources

of energy in the form of various fields.

8.2. Choosing ‘‘competing’’ interactions

Similar to some of the heuristics of equilibrium SA, a DySA

system should incorporate interactions that ‘‘compete’’ with one

another. If the only forces acting between the components are

repulsive, the system will simply fall apart; if they are all

attractive, the system might dynamically aggregate, but the

aggregate will not develop order beyond, at best, simple close

packing. Only by having ‘‘competing’’ attractions and repulsions

is it possible to introduce selectivity into the system.

8.3. Choosing a proper length scale

To build a steady-state dynamic structure, a proper environment

and length scale must be chosen such that the opposing (attrac-

tive-repulsive) forces are similar in magnitude and can therefore

balance one another. The choice of these system parameters

comes from knowledge of how the individual interactions scale

with object size, distance from other objects, and with the

material properties of the surrounding medium. Specific scaling

laws can be found in ref. 146.

8.4. Synthesis

This rule is somewhat subjective and is based on the experience of

our laboratory. Since DySA is usually a complicated process,

dynamically self-assembling systems should be built from simple

components; only after the simplest system is built and under-

stood in quantitative detail, should one ‘‘complexify’’ by adding

new types of components/interactions. Conceptually, this

approach is akin to synthetic methods of chemistry, where one

progresses ‘‘bottom-up’’ from simple reactants to complex

products. We advocate this methodology over the recent trend in

systems’ science which focuses on the analysis of inherently

complex assemblies/structures ‘‘top-down’’. The synthetic

approach offers better fundamental understanding of and ability

to rationally design various levels and aspects of dynamic self-

assembly. The next section will illustrate this methodology in

practice.

9. Examples of synthetic DySA systems

Here are three systems in which DySA has been engineered using

different types of forces at different length scales.
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9.1. Vortex-vortex DySA

Developed by Grzybowski, Stone, and Whitesides,37 this system

is a classic demonstration on DySA that can be ‘‘synthetically’’

complexified from simple particle assemblies all the way to fluidic

machines19 and micromixers20 (Fig. 14). In its simplest variation

(Fig. 14a), the system consists of a collection of small (tens of

microns to millimetres) magnetically-doped particles (usually

polymeric disks containing magnetite powder) floating at

a liquid-air interface and subject to a field produced by

a permanent magnet rotating below this interface. Under the

influence of the rotating magnetic field, all disks experience

a centrosymmetric (i.e., all-attractive) force, Fm, directed towards

the axis of the magnet’s rotation. At the same time, their induced

magnetic moments interact with the magnetic moment of the

external magnet, and the disks rotate around their axes at an

angular velocity u equal to that of the magnet. The fluid motion

associated with spinning results in repulsive hydrodynamic

Table 3 Examples of ‘‘dynamic forces’’ for DySA

Interaction Induced/Addressed by Particle size/type Applications and references

Induced magnetic
dipole–dipole179

Induced by external
magnetic field

Ferromagnetic colloids,
0.1–100 mm

SA microfluidic mixers;20 applications
of magnetorheological fluids:
automotive clutches,180 polishing
fluids,181 smart knee prosthetics,182

anti-lock brakes,183 vibration control
of washing machines;184 2D and 3D
arrays of electro-magnetorheological
colloids,185,186 active seismic control
of buildings187–192

Optical binding Intense optical fields induce long-range
forces between dielectric particles

Dielectric colloids
0.1–100 mm

Formation of ordered 2D crystalline
arrays of colloidal particles which are
held together by light106,193

Optical dipole–dipole Light isomerizes surface bound
molecules and induces surface
dipoles

Nanoparticles, 5–20 nm Formation of metastable, 3D
nanoparticle supracrystals157

2D vortex-vortex Hydrodynamic flows induced by
objects rotating in a fluid create
a repulsive force perpendicular to
the axis of rotation

mm–mm objects DySA of magnetized disks at
a liquid-air interface;37,38,115,116,148

self-assembled gear systems and
fluidic machines;19,194 cell membranes
with SA arrays of rotating
bio-motors;195 vortex crystals in
magnetized electron columns196,197

Flow-induced viscous
interaction

Induced by viscous coupling between
nearby objects translating in a fluid

mm–mm objects Flow-induced structures in sheared
colloidal suspensions198

3D vortex columns Objects rotating above/below one
another at two fluid-fluid interfaces
experience a repulsive force at low
and an attractive force at high
angular velocities

mm–mm objects DySA of 3D vortex crystals149,199

Dynamic capillary Gradients in temperature or the
concentration of surface-active
agents create non-homogeneous
surface tension profiles on a fluid-
fluid interface—Marangoni effect.
Repulsive interparticle forces are
created when the particles,
themselves, generate such gradients
at an interface, on which they are
free to move

mm–mm Dynamic self-assembly of
camphor-doped polymeric particles
at the fluid-air interface;150 dynamic
behavior of camphor particles at the
fluid-air interface: spontaneous
movement,151 oscillations and
symmetry-breaking,200 mode
selection,201 synchronization of two
camphor boats,202 formation of
ordered boat arrays150

Induced electric
dipole–dipole203

DC and AC voltages up to 100 kHz 0.1–100 mm semiconductor
particles

Applications of electrorheological
fluids: ordered arrays of colloidal
particles;204 smart inks;205–207

mechanical polishing;208,209 tactile
displays;210 actuators;211 dynamic
self-assembly in electrostatically
driven granular media: crystals,
rotating vortices, and pulsating
rings212,213

Scattered light Near-infrared light scattering by
lysosome-rich cells

�10 mm cells 3T3x cell aggregation: lysosome-rich
cells attract others by their enhanced
ability to scatter near-IR light. The
cells ‘‘feel’’ each other at distances as
large as 200 mm214

Light-switch aggregation
of magnetic colloids

Recently observed effect—the origin of
the interactions is not well
understood215,216

10 nm magnetic
nanoparticles

Fundamental understanding of
nanoparticle interactions
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interactions Fh between the disks (cf. Fig. 14a). These repul-

sions37,115 are dynamic in the sense that they exist only as long as

the energy is delivered to the spinners from the external, rotating

magnetic field.

Because the magnitudes of attractive magnetic and repulsive

hydrodynamic forces are commensurate, the collections of

randomly distributed spinners evolve into dynamic open-lattice

assemblies capable of a variety of adaptive behaviors (cf.

Fig. 14b). Since the magnitude of the vortex-vortex repulsions

increases with u, one can control the assembly by tuning the rate

of energy supplied to the system. This control parameter enables

one to modify the interparticle spacing, effectively expanding or

contracting the lattice, or even to toggle the system between

different stable configurations or ‘‘modes’’ of assembly

(Fig. 14b). In addition to this primitive adaptability, the system is

capable of rebuilding itself when perturbed, provided that energy

is continuously supplied by the rotating magnetic field. Charac-

teristic of DySA, the assembly ‘‘dies’’ when the flow of energy

ceases, and the disks collapse into a disordered cluster.

Building on this basic arrangement, more complex systems

were constructed using differently shaped particles or mixtures of

component types, leading to assemblies that exhibit stereo-

selectivity38 or quantitatively mimic the so-called classical artifi-

cial atoms116 ‘‘reacting’’ with one another to form larger

‘‘molecules’’ (Fig. 14c).148 Extension of this system to two parallel

fluidic interfaces and the introduction of new types of forces

acting between spinners at different interfaces was shown to lead

to even more complex behaviors including self-replication of

patterns.149

The most rewarding part of the story is probably the fact that

magnetohydrodynamic DySA is not only a laboratory demo, but

has been developed to the level of certain practicality. One

example is microfluidic mixers20 where magnetic particles orga-

nize and rotate in a microfluidic chamber to mix two laminarly

flowing streams. The other example is shown in Fig. 14d where

magnetic spinners perform DySA to power simple mechanical

‘‘machines’’ operating at fluidic interfaces.19 This system consists

of two-component rotors, with a magnetic core and a non-

magnetic gear-shaped ring around it. When an external rotating

magnetic field is applied, the cores begin to rotate and center

inside the gears, generating a hydrodynamic flow that sets the

gears into motion. Rotors can be manipulated at the interface by

localized magnetic fields generated by electromagnetic actuators

placed below the liquid’s surface. Importantly, because of vortex-

vortex repulsions between any two rotors, only one rotor resides

in one local energetic minimum, and for a given ‘‘pattern’’ of

magnetic field the rotors self-assemble into a unique structure. In

other words, configuration and function of these fluidic machines

are directed by the self-assembly ‘‘template’’ of magnetic field

concentrators. Fig. 14d demonstrates how the rotors can act as

a carousel system to move floating containers, fill them with

analyte solutions, and deliver them to a specific end location.

9.2. DySA via dynamic surface tension

Inspired by chemotactic bacteria that move in response to

chemical gradients which they create, our group ventured to

create a DySA system in which the components would dynami-

cally self-assemble as a result of chemical ‘‘communication’’

through the chemicals they emit (Fig. 15). Scrutinizing Table 3,

we see that dynamic capillary effects are the only type of inter-

action listed that is related to chemical emission (here, onto

a fluid interface). In the specific system we designed,150 we used

collections of the well known camphor boats, which are small

hydrogel particles that slowly release a surface-active agent (e.g.,

solid camphor) onto the interface on which they are placed. As

the camphor diffuses from the particles, it creates dynamic

gradients in the surface tension, which cause the particles to

move about autonomously, further modifying the interface.

Importantly, the camphor is removed from the interface via

sublimation/dissolution into the surrounding environment,

thereby maintaining the non-equilibrium conditions.

While the behavior of isolated camphor particles is relatively

well understood,151,152 far more interesting dynamics arise when

multiple particles begin to interact dynamically at an interface.

At low densities (< 0.3 particles/cm2; Fig. 15b, left), particles

continue to move about autonomously but influence each other

through a repulsive, surface-tension-driven interaction, which

can be approximated by a pairwise potential. This recently

reported interaction150 can be understood by considering the

particles’ ‘‘desire’’ to move toward regions of higher surface

tension (i.e., lower camphor concentration). When two particles

approach one another, the camphor concentration is highest in

Fig. 15 DySA by dynamic surface tension gradients. Here, hydrogel

particles (1 mm in diameter) doped with camphor and floating at a water-

air interface move about autonomously and ultimately organize into

DySA structures.150 (a) As camphor diffuses out from the particles and

onto the interface, it creates surface tension gradients which result in

Marangoni flows within the fluid. These flows cause the particles to move

on the interfaces and lead to repulsive hydrodynamic interactions

between particles. Because camphor is steadily removed from the inter-

face via sublimation into the gas phase and dissociation into the fluid

phase, the system is always maintained in its dynamic, non-equilibrium

state. (b) For low particle densities (left), the particles move about

autonomously, interacting with one another via repulsive hydrodynamic

interactions. At sufficiently high densities (right), the particles organize

into an open lattice due to these repulsive interactions and geometric

confinement. (b) (right) Reproduced with permission from ref. 150.

Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. Scale bars ¼ 5 mm.
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between the particles, creating a region of low surface tension

from which the particles are ‘‘pulled’’ by surrounding areas of

higher surface tension.

At higher densities, however, particles slow down as the

interface becomes saturated with camphor and ultimately evolve

into steady DySA structures (Fig 15b, right). These steady, non-

equilibrium formations are characterized by roughly hexagonal

packing in which repulsive interactions are balanced by

geometric confinement; qualitatively similar patterns are

observed in bacterial colonies that organize to optimize food

consumption. Like all DySA systems, the resulting structures are

stable against small fluctuations and respond/adapt to pertur-

bations in the environment (e.g., a change in the shape of the

interface).

9.3. Nanoscale DySA via photoinduced dipole–dipole forces

Macroscopic systems always leave something to be desired—

their very scale. To chemists, at least, anything larger than a few

�angstr€oms or nanometres is usually a toy system (probably,

rightfully so). Can DySA be miniaturized to such small scales?

In this context, an inherent advantage of being small is that

thermal noise is appreciable and can serve as the ‘‘repulsive’’

interaction to break up the assembling structures. Consequently,

one only needs to engineer a dynamic attractive force of

comparable magnitude into a system to meet the DySA design

criteria 7.1–7.3. One way of doing so is through surface modi-

fication of the components with molecules whose properties

(e.g., charge, dipole moment, etc.) can be switched ‘‘on-demand’’

by an external stimulus. The functionalization schemes are

particularly straightforward with metal and semiconductor

nanoparticles and are usually based on self-assembled mono-

layers.8,10 There are also many types of switchable molecules

such as rotaxanes,153–155 spiropyranes, or azobenzenes.156 The

azobenzenes are particularly convenient to use since (i) they are

easy to synthesize; (ii) their trans-cis photoisomerization with

UV light induces large dipole moments (on the order of several

Debye); (iii) since in the absence of UV irradiation, the mole-

cules reisomerize to the no-dipole trans form, the presence

of dipolar interactions is dependent upon a continuous flux of

energy (Fig. 16).

Based on these premises, we synthesized noble metal nano-

particles (NPs) covered with mixed SAMs containing a fraction

of azobenzene containing alkane thiols (ATs). The proportion of

the ATs in the monolayer was adjusted such that the interactions

between light-induced dipoles on different nanoparticles were

commensurate with (see rule 7.3) and slightly stronger than the

magnitude of thermal noise (3/2kBT), which tends to disrupt any

NP–NP assemblies.

The DySA system thus constructed157 behaved exactly as

planned. Upon UV irradiation, the NPs formed large, three-

dimensional supracrystals such as those shown in Fig. 16b. These

crystals were metastable and when UV was turned off, they

spontaneously fell apart due to thermal agitation. The cycle was

fully reversible for at least several hundred cycles, and the

metastable state was always well ordered. All in all, this system

demonstrates the feasibility of DySA engineering at the nano-

scale and in three dimensions. Similar designs can no doubt be

extended to other types of NPs and assembled structures.

9.4. What do we learn?

The lesson from these examples is that although DySA is still in

its infancy, it can be rationally designed from various interac-

tions and at different length scales. The ability to engineer

ordered, non-equilibrium states opens some exciting possibilities

for conceptually new types of materials that can be reconfigured

on-demand. These systems can be useful in several contexts: they

can become sensors and chemical amplifiers responding to

environmental stimuli by changing their mode of organization;

they can conceivably become adaptive (if feedback loops are

built in); and they can even be useful for energy storage, since

metastable states can be high in energy they can later liberate. We

do think that non-equilibrium is the future of self-assembly—

especially if we are serious about using SA as skilfully as the

inherently non-equilibrium living systems do.

10. The outlook: bioinspired DySA and the junction

with self-organization

In this closing section, we will allow ourselves to be bioinspired

and speculate about the SA systems of the future, at least the way

we see it. In the Review, we focused on external fields (electro-

magnetic, magnetic, etc.) that provide energy inputs for the

specific interactions mediating DySA. In biology, this mode of

non-equilibrium delivery is important (e.g., in photosynthesis),

but it is not the predominant one. Most of the time, biological

Fig. 16 (a) Structure of trans-4-(11-mercaptoundecanoxy)azobenzene

(MUA, top). UV irradiation of nanoparticles (here, gold) covered with

a mixed monolayer of MUA and dodecylamine (DDA) causes photo-

isomerization of trans-MUA to the cis form. The cis isomer reverts to the

trans form either spontaneously (slowly), or upon irradiation with visible

light, or by heating (both, rapidly). (b) Dipole–dipole interactions

between cis-MUA molecules (mz 4 Debye) decorating the NPs surface

cause the particles to organize reversibly into metastable crystals which

persist only under continuous UV irradiation. Visible irradiation results

in the cis-to-trans reisomerization of MUA and the dissolution of the NP

crystals.157 Scale bar ¼ 200 nm. Reproduced with permission from

ref. 157. Copyright 2007 by the National Academy of Sciences of the

United States of America.
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systems maintain their non-equilibrium status by chemical

means, using complex biochemical networks displaced from

equilibrium. Such displacement can be achieved by coupling

chemical reactions with transport phenomena such as diffusion

(or convection, or active transport). Reaction-diffusion

systems158,159 are inherently non-equilibrium and can set up

chemical gradients that then provide time varying fluxes of

chemicals necessary to power DySA. In the context of DySA

design, it is important to note that chemical networks160,161—

unlike the relatively few ‘‘dynamic’’ interactions listed in

Table 3—are virtually unlimited in their structure, types of

participating chemicals, and/or feedback/autocatalytic loops. In

other words, out-of-equilibrium reaction networks can provide

very versatile controls for dynamic self-assembly. Here lies

a great opportunity for the junction of DySA and self-organizing

chemical systems that use chemical reaction networks and

transport processes to achieve various types of oscillatory or

wave-generating behaviors. The biggest challenge is to couple

these networks with DySA. A notable step in this direction is the

recent work of Epstein and co-workers162 who demonstrated the

coupling of a chemical oscillator with the precipitation/dissolu-

tion process. What is needed is more such systems and ones that

would be able to achieve ordered/functional states. One possible

example of coupling a chemical clock to DySA is illustrated in

Fig. 17 and is based on work our group currently pursues. The

big hope is that by starting with even relatively simple reaction

networks and self-assembly phenomena, we will be able to

gradually develop these systems and engineer non-equilibrium

DySA states of complexity approaching that of biological

systems. So, all hands on deck—there is plenty of work to do!
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